
STUDIO HOME

ECHOES OF THE PAST ILLUMINATE THE PRESENT

IN THE ARCHITECTURAL AND DESIGN EXPRESSION OF

DAVID LOPEZ QUINCOCES AND FANNY BAUER GRUNG,

JUST DON'T CALL THEM MINIMALIST.
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THE WORLD OF INTERIOR DESIGN HAS BECOME A LOT ABOUT SCE:NOGKAPHY

AND LESS SOMETIMES ABOUT ACTUAL LIVING.

SOMETIMES THAT'S GREAT, BUT iN REALiTY, IT'S A SIMPLE JOB WE DO:

IT'S ABOUT PEON .E

F I N D I N G BALA N C F. through contrast is at the heart of the
architectural and design practice of Fanny Bauer Grung and David
l.opez Quincoces. Past and present. Simple and rich. Sweeping spa-
tial gestures and refined details. The contrasting characters and tal-

ents of the partners, in life and work, also influence rhe expression
of their Milanese studio, Quincoces-Dragò tk Partners. She the sto-

ryteller and selt=avowed nester with an innate feel for materials and

combinations, who pretends every home they design is her own. He
creative and methodical with an intuitive sense of colour and a keen
eye ktra rogue millimetre.
Their work is dilficult to categorise but Bauer Grung's Scandinavian

heritage and Lopez Quincoces' characteristic purity of line means

they are often labelled minimalist, .a misnomer, site says. "We've been

rold so many times 'You guys are so minimalist', but I don 't really

identify with that. i'm not for cluttering for the sake of cluttering but

1 wouldn't say minimalist either. We really want to do things that in a

way are contemporary butt in a way are old because we want to have

that feeling, that trace of time." Rather than being minimal, their

work is restrained and nuanced, with a sense ofçontinuity where the
past gives value to the present. lt is done with amenity and longevity
in mind rather than spectacle.

"One of the things that we like the most is co create volumes of

space that allow you to live in a more natural way, to move around,

walk easily inside your house and not to open a door then go into a
corridor, then a door," says Lopez Quincoces. As well as giving form
to spaces he is the master of finishing them with precise details. "Ir's

about weight, precision, proportions, not a geometric line as such,

but about finding a line and putting it together in my head to make

it balanced and not formal. ̀

BEING COMFOR'-CAL31,E.

They recently took over a two-storey space full of character in an
early 1900s church complex in Isola as the new home for their studio.

The ground level looks out through tall steel-framed windows onto

a courn^ard and gets direct light for at least five hours from spring to

autumn while the lower level, but for some SkVlight windows, is sub-

rerranean. lt was temptingto put the workspace in the basement and
make the ground floor ashowcase for their work, says Bauer Grung.

"In the beginning we thought. oh it would be great to pur the otlìce

downstairs and do something really cool and amazing on the ground

floor but I think everyone working here would have been miserable."

The choice of wall colour fbllowel a similar logic, a light colour

was obvious rather than daring, she says. "But I dotit mind... The

world of interior design has become a lot about scenography and less

sometimes about actual living. I feel that a lot of people look for the

most surprising thing they can do or the most extreme interior to

make the story. Sometimes that's•great, hut in realins it's a simple job
we do; it's about people being eomfortable. And, if you are making

homes for people you are making their homes not ,yours.a

Born in Paris to Nonvegian parents, Bauer Grung grew up in Rome,

studied art history at the Courtauld Institute of Art in London and
then arch itecture at Accademia di Architettura di l'vtendrisio, a fáculty

founded by Mario Botta. Notwithstanding her peripatetic life, she

says she has always been a "nester". "I think I chose this career just

because I wanted to do my own home, so even when we make homes
for other people, I always pretend that it's mine:' "Que loco," says

her partner in response, reverting to his native Spanish.

Lopez Quincoces grew up in Madrid where he graduated in art from

che Universidad Complutense de Madrid in 2004, heading to Milan

the next year to study interior architecture at Politecnico di Milano.
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El

-11u. studio ,orkspace is in a bright room looking unto a courtyard. .1, vie,

or the [Duel ial, mble showing favoured textiles. Detarl of. [he qltd[[[..,

(..,?1 /22 Flom Lamp, George's chák David Lopez Quincoces citigned lor
Irving I [leant and his Filo table for LeIlla.
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In 2006 he joined Piero Liasoni's archirecture and design studio,
working there for 12 years including four as partner. Bauer Grung
joined Lissonïs office in 2012, and their relationship sparked soon
after; within three weeks they were living together and the next year
collaborating directly in Quincoces-Dragò, the studio named after

his grandparents, that Lopez Quincoces had ser up in 2007 as a
sideline. Bauer Grung took it over in 201.3 and they have worked
there full tinte together since 2f11? along with running Six Gallery,
an outlet -for their own custom designs and vintage pieces. Lopez

Quincoces also has a multitude of product design projects ranging
from furniture to taps to wall tinishes and is co-creative director of

heritage furniture brand Acerhis. Besides residential interiors the
Quincoces-Dragò portfolio spans luxury retail and hospitality with
work underway in Milan. Casablanca, London, Geneva, Rome,
Nice, Madrid, Paris: Venice and Florence.
"People ask me, 'Oh my god how can you work with your husband;
your partner?' With our work, it's very dilŸerent and we each have

our space,' says Bauer C;rung. "I think we have grown a lot from
when we started working together by pushing each other. But it's
essenrial to have your own field." Llers is more instinctive and heavily
research-based while his is the product of creative confidence, hard
graft and, sometimes, an unwillingness to compromise. "When most
people do 200 drawings David ducs 2,000_" she says of his precise
approach. "Unfortunately, yes:" he confirnts.
They are sitting in the living room of their Milan apartment. a
testament to his ezactitucfe. amongst other things. "With clients you

need to draw everything and be very explicit but for here as we were

THINK WE

a high-gloss finish that evokes the interior of the Orient Express. It is

somewhat disconcerting then ro walk into a large open space with a
bank of windows to the street combining living, dining and kitchen.

With classically detailed plaster ceilings, painted wood-panelled
windosv and door fra.mes, and squeaky oak parquetry Hoor, it feels

like old Milan and yet the configuration is clearly contemporary.

"We tried to balance what was old in terms of the perimeter or the

skin with the new elements that we put inside. Always working with

the contrast between old and new, proportion against proportion,

glossy and not glossy," says Lopez Quincoces. And while the details

might he old-school, they are not necessarih' old. For instance, some

of the parquetry floor is made new to look old with built-in gaps. "I

got him to make it as if ir was a mistake. That's what gives you depth

and character and makes it more interesting. If you make everything
new or too old and dusty it becomes monotonous."
The new floor plan ís a radical departure from what was there befare,

a traditional layout with majnr and minor rooms opening offa central

hallway. To create the open living space they eradicated the hallway
completely, changing the How so that you weave through the rooms,
and using the space won from the hallway and shrunken back rooms

for three capsules. The vestibule is one, another is a walk-through

dres.sing room that leads from the kitchen area to the main bedroom

and the third central one is a study that faces the living space and has

a concealed door to che girls' bedroom. Framed by painted wooden
panels matching the old doorways it could almost be original, except
to create the opening they had to remove a load-bearing wall and
install several tonnes of reinforcing steeL

HAVE GROWN A 1.OT

FROM WHEN WE STARTEI) WORKING TOGETHER BY PL;SHING EACH OTHER.

BUT IT'S ESSENTIAL TO

working with our carpenters and metalworkers, and so on, I just
made a basic drawing with all the measurements and all the data."
And what is his margin of error? "None." This certitude is his

winning feature, says Bauer Grung. "Clients will often come with

questions, and David will be just like, 'it is this', and if he says it is
like that, then it is like that."
Of all the projects they have done together, making their own home

was the easiest, by far, says Bauer Grung. "Even aesthetically, because
funnily enough we do fight when it ctintes to our clients." Their
apartment in a 19205 building in Chinatown embodies everything
they stand tur in che context of creating a space For contemporary
living and is also the purest version of their aesthetic expression.
It is also their first family home,'designed when they had only one
daughter and now they have two, Uma, four, and Ava, one. Seeking

to give their daughters a special start to their lives the couple ser

about embedding memnries in the interior. And the way to do this,
says Lopez Quincoces, is a home full of details.
"We wanted to make it simple and rich at the same time because
apart from my own aesthetics and Fanny's aesthetics, we believe

that in the long run the kids will appreciate all these kinds ofsmall
details." "They become memories," she adds.
The third-Hoor apartment is reached by service ,stairs, handsome
but clearly secondary. Once you step over the threshold you enter a
vestibule that feels much more luxe, lined wall-to-ceiling in walnut
with curving corners and cornices, brass insets and light fittings and

HAVE YOUR OWN FIELI).

"It is unorthodox, in a sense, ro go through and really mess with the

plan," says Bauer Grung. "Some conservative architects would not

do that because you are killing a hit the existi.ng, but as I always say,
we are making houses for people and so many things have changed

in relation to the contemporary way of living." Living in the apart-
ment has changed their behaviour, she savs; instead of going out

all the rime they often have friends home for dinner. Plus, it feels

bigger than its 150 square metres and there is not one square metre
that does not have a purpose. "I think that is very contemporary.

Corridors are beautiful but also wasted space."
The study is the heart centre, a room of ideas and dreams, as appealing
CO a child-as an aduli. Lined in walnut even more elahorately detailed
than the vestibule it is like a cabinet of curiosities you can inhabit with
shelves full of knickknacks amassed across cultures and generations.
Cciral, butterllies and insects under glass, skulls and horns. ananeienr

typewritrr:unl loads of books repatriated from Norwav and Spain or

amassed in Itah•. Lopez Quincoces works in here from a vintage table

by Sw•edish designer David Rosén. The minute he v,icates the chair,

Uma is sitting on ft doing her "work", he says.
As a kid he says he was veryaware ofstnall details whicJt he appreciates

even more as an adult. The smell, feel or look of something. '"Ihese

are senses and experiences you want to share with your kids. I
think that when you are sntall it is very intportant and you are very

permeable to appreciate these kinds or derails and it's a good memort'
to grow up with."
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"the lower lavel of the studio is a showcase for Quinco, r,-Dragò custom pieces and vintage items amassed over the years-;md
sold through Six Gallery. Custom tables and screen for the Six Gallery collection. vintage sola. g Mauritania rug from Altai
Gallery in Milan, a pair ofToio Nrior lamps,front nos and two vintage chairs by Jorge lalsrupin. cst•rtistTG: A quiet corner
in the workspace has a vintage Soriana soft by Afra and -lbhiaa Scarpa and a custom rable. David l.opez Quiucoces design d ihe
George's chair for Living Divani and the round W marble table for Salvatori. The shelves are by Pietro Russó.
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Old and new are deftly combined in their 1920s aparunrnt. lise kitchen cabinets are made of ribbed walnut svitit couniermps

in Nero Assoluto black granite. "l'w•si Chandigarh stotils by Pierre leannerer are paired with an artvvork by Gianni Politi.

Roman artist and friend. o t+rostTtt! A walk-through dressing room leading from the kitchen to the tnain hedroo n is lined

completely in wal.nut with brass derails and a glossy finish.lhe ceiling light is vintage Italian while the lamp on che countm•top

is a vintage picee by Louis Kalif.
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Two vintage Gin Pomi chairs in thé living room. Nearbv. ihe ;culpmrc (Intrifed (Garherirrg), 21)20 by David
Murphy sirs on a custom Quinraces-Drxgb pedestal with one of a pair of vintage Uehiwa lamps by Ingo
Maurer above. ohnosrTF: The living room runs tbe full length of the apartmcnt with windows to the streer.
The Greene sofa by David Lopez Quincoces lire Living Divani, is one of the few contemporary furniture pieces.
Sitting alongside on a vintage Gio Ponti side table is an Atollo table lamp by Vico Magisrretti for Oluce. The
Manda coffce table by Paolo Piva offers a graphic counterpoint to the softer furnishings. The arnvork is by
Goldschmied Be Chiari, an arrist duo based in Milan. Behind the sofa is a vintage Martel Breuer lamp while a
vintage ceiling light by Angelo Letti hangs above rhe dining table.
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Lonp by Louis Kalít. Derails of sculpture by David Murphy. Two

u. by loayuím Tenreiro. The third-fluorapartmen[ is reached by a

h:tndsome staircase with painted eflccts on the walls. ornngtTli: In the studp

is a vintage table by David Rosen and vintage Arco chair by BBPR- The High-

wire light is by Apparatus. lhe study, lined in walnut with dark wenge inscts,

is like ac.abíner of curiosiries you can inhabit, intentionally designed to be a

repository ()r and maker tif memories for their two young children,
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The apartment was reconlìgured to create a glamnrous entrance vestiGule. one of three capsules lined entirely in American
stminut and evoking the Orient Express. The ceiling light is vintage Italian. orrostrE: Two PK22 chairs by Poul Kjsrholm
echo rhe materiality of the Mauritania rug from Altai Gallery. A vintage chair of unknown provenance sits under an Uchiwa
lamp by Ingo Maurer. The triptvch by Tom Lovelace from the serics, Forma in Gn•ere Harknegt 2011 was bought from Alma
Zevi. now of Paterson Zevi.
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